Simple Colour Correction
Super 16 Kodak Vision 2 250D
Scanning film is fun and can be relatively simple with the right equipment set up, I do feel that
there’s far too much confusion regarding scanning and colour correcting colour negative film.
Without going into detail all colour negative films have an orange mask and this makes
transferring colour negative a little trickier than transferring reversal film. I keep things simple I
load a roll onto the scanner and switch the backlight on, I manually wind the film a few feet
and find the first ‘properly’ exposed frame I then capture this frame. I always see the negative
image throughout the scan.

The negative image from the scanner
I take the captured image into Photoshop and spend a few minutes working with it; I invert it,
adjust the levels and colour correct it until I reach an image I’m satisfied with, the final step
here is I invert the image back into negative form and save it; I use this negative image as a
reference for my scan.

Adjusting the raw image step 1

Adjusting the raw image step 2

I go back to my scanner and adjust the RGB levels of the scanner’s camera so that the
scanner image looks exactly like my colour corrected inverted image and then I start
scanning, after the scan all I do is invert the AVI and I get a very pleasing colour images and
most of the time they don’t need any further adjustment. This method is relatively simple and I
don’t know if it’s the right way, I have learned that I need to remove the orange cast at source,
otherwise I lose too many bytes of colour information and it will never look right.

The colour corrected negative

The colour corrected positive

